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Introduction

The INTERMED has been developed in the past years as

a method to assess case complexity and resulting care needs

in order to foster coordinated and integrated health care [1–

4]. The INTERMED is an observer-rated instrument that

classifies information from a structured medical history

taking. We demonstrated its interrater reliability [1,5],

validity [2], and clinical utility in detecting complex patients

with a diminished treatment response [3,4,6,7]. In this study,

we studied its internal consistency in order to evaluate if

case complexity as a one-dimensional construct is measured

reliably with the INTERMED.

Methods

Sample

Data were derived from previously published studies

and studies in process, consisting of patients admitted to

internal medicine (n=302 and n=89) [4,10], patients

referred to a CL-psychiatry service (n=100) [8], outpatients

with diabetes (n=61) [6], rheumatoid arthritis (n=75) [7],

low back pain (n=102) [3], multiple sclerosis (n=152),

under dialysis (n=80), and neurological outpatients

(n=71). INTERMED scores of these 1032 patients were

merged and analyzed together.

INTERMED

The four domains of the INTERMED—biological, psy-

chological, social, and health care—are assessed in the

context of time (history, current state, and prognosis)

resulting in 20 variables (see Fig. 1) that are scored 0–3

based on a structured interview [9].

Data analysis

Cronbach’s a as an indicator for internal consistency was

calculated for the total sample and for the individual

samples in order to evaluate the generalizability of the

findings. To further study the structure of the INTERMED,

we calculated Pearson correlation coefficients among

domain scores.

Results

As illustrated in Table 1, the mean INTERMED scores of

the different samples vary between 15.5 and 29.6 with low

back pain patients showing the highest biopsychosocial

complexity. All a’s are above .75 indicating satisfactory

internal consistency in each of the samples, with the highest

a in the low back pain population. The a of the total sample

is .87 and between .86 and .89 with a 95% level of

confidence interval.

Correlations among the domain scores are significantly

positive correlated in all samples, except for three. In the

CL-psychiatry sample, the biological domain score was not

significantly correlated to the scores on the psychological

and social domain. Also, in the diabetes sample, the

biological domain score was not significantly correlated to

the psychological domain. In the total sample, the lowest
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correlation was observed between biological and psycho-

logical domain scores (.30) and the highest between psy-

chological and social domain scores (.71). Biological,

psychological, and social domain scores correlate similarly

with the health care domain scores (.51–.61). Correlations

among the domain scores were higher in the outpatient

samples than in the inpatient samples (Table 2).

Discussion

We analyzed the internal consistency of the INTERMED

in a series of samples of patients with different somatic

diseases. Results show relatively high levels of biopsy-

chosocial complexity in low back pain patients and patients

referred to CL-psychiatry, and relatively low levels in

patients with multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis

outpatients. These results are in line with the literature

indicating a high degree of psychosocial co-morbidity in

patients with low back pain [3] and in somatic patients

referred to CL-psychiatry [8]. Moreover, among these

patients, there are likely to be many with severe functional

limitations, many who are treated by different specialist and/

or health care systems, and many who have experienced

past or present diagnostic complexity and/or compliance

problems. In contrast, among the multiple sclerosis and

rheumatoid arthritis outpatients, most are already treated

by their medical specialist and have an established dia-

gnosis. Despite the fact that multiple sclerosis and rheum-

atoid arthritis are chronic and invalidating conditions,

excessive health care needs are present for only a minority

of the patients. The findings therefore support the use of the

INTERMED as a case-mix instrument.

Internal consistency with a’s between .78 and .94 for the

individual samples and a total estimated a of .87 (95%

confidence interval: .86–.89) confirms the strong interrela-

tions between biological, psychological, social, and health

care related variables in somatically ill patients. It also

demonstrates that case complexity can be operationalized

with the INTERMED as a one-dimensional concept. How-

ever, correlations among domains do show a differential

Fig. 1. INTERMED. Huyse, Lyons, Stiefel, Slaets, de Jonge 1997, with permission of Elsevier.

Table 1

Mean INTERMED scores and Cronbach’s a’s

N Mean S.D. a

Inpatients 491 21.7 9.3 .86

Internal medicine 391 20.3 9.1 .86

CL-psychiatry 100 27.1 8.0 .78

Outpatients 541 20.1 9.0 .89

Multiple sclerosis 152 15.5 5.5 .84

Dialysis 80 19.1 5.7 .79

Low back pain 102 29.6 11.0 .94

Rheumatoid arthritis 75 17.2 5.8 .83

Diabetes 61 23.3 7.5 .86

Neurological 71 18.0 8.1 .89

Total 1032 20.9 9.2 .87
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pattern among the samples: in the CL-psychiatry sample, no

correlation was found between the biological domain and

the psychological and social domain. This can be explained

by the fact that patients referred to CL-psychiatry have

relatively high degrees of psychiatric and social dysfunc-

tions, which are irrespective of the level of their somatic

state. Likewise, the lack of a significant correlation between

the biological and psychological domain in the diabetes

sample can be explained by the fact that psychological

dysfunctions can occur irrespective of the severity of the

patient’s medical condition. In contrast, in other samples,

such as the low back pain and the dialysis sample, it is more

likely that psychological dysfunction is related to the level

of functional impairment and/or chronicity of complaints.

The high correlations between psychological and social

domains in all samples is due to the fact that psychiatric

morbidity has a direct impact on social functioning and vice

versa, while biological morbidity influences psychological

and social functioning in only a subset of patients. The fact

that the biological, psychological, and social domains are

equally related to the health care domain, supports the view

that a purely biomedical assessment may not be sufficient to

describe care needs of somatically ill patients.

The internal consistency coefficients found in this paper

give sufficient support for the use of INTERMED sum

scores. However, more sophisticated methods for analyzing

these data, such as the use of modern item-response theory

should be considered in order to optimize the scaling

properties of the INTERMED. Also, despite the sufficient

level of internal consistency that we found, more informa-

tion about the factor structure of items is needed to better

understand case complexity. One might think of latent

constructs such as compliance, functional limitation, dia-

gnostic complexity, or psychosocial vulnerabilities that

underlie the variables in the INTERMED. We conclude that

case complexity, as a one-dimensional construct, is applic-

able to different somatic populations and can be reliably

assessed with the INTERMED. The fact that high levels of

case complexity measured with the INTERMED are related

to a diminished treatment response found in other studies

[3,4,6,7] demonstrates its potential use to improve patient

care in somatic settings. Ongoing intervention studies with

the INTERMED will have to demonstrate increased treat-

ment response for highly complex patients to have strong

arguments for the implementation of the biopsychosocial

model of disease in clinical practice.
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Table 2

Pearson correlations among the domain scores

BIO–PSY BIO–SOC BIO–HC PSY–SOC PSY–HC SOC–HC

Inpatients .18* .22* .51* .70* .54* .45*

Internal medicine .23* .27* .53* .70* .58* .51*

CL-psychiatry �.12x .01x .42* .55* .39* .20*

Outpatients .47* .54* .51* .72* .69* .68*

Multiple sclerosis .23* .49* .43* .60* .46* .53*

Dialysis .41* .31* .25* .56* .32* .27*

Low back pain .76* .79* .70* .84* .82* .90*

Rheumatoid arthritis .44* .39* .49* .57* .50* .36*

Diabetes .24x .29* .56* .60* .65* .43*

Neurological .42* .48* .29* .54* .50* .40*

Total .30* .36* .51* .71* .61* .56*

BIO=biological domain score, PSY=psychological domain score, SOC=social domain score, HC=health care domain score.

* Significant ( P < .05).
x Not significant ( P > .05).
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